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hail be man of action
a man who can tell right from wrong
and he brings a brand new song
he makes a joyful sound
blessed is he who gets around

hail be laughing mankind 
and the ones who dare to cry loud too
and he knows just what to do 
he knows nothing at all
blessed is he who's strong and small 

only sin is to say life is not in my hand
who said we cant make all of them understand?
speak it out, speak outloud
cos you know what you want,
what you want is real
dont let anyone put needles on your head
dont let anyone say thats already said
we are young and at last we all know what we want
what we want is 
STEEEEEL..

freedom is obeying
- who dictates all your own regimes?
freedom is to trust that you're doing what you must 
according to your lust

hail be laughing mankind 
and the ones who dare to cry loud too
and he knows just what to do 
and he knows nothing at all
blessed is she who's strong and small 

only sin is to say life is not in my hand
who said we cant make all of them understand?
speak it out, speak outloud
cos you know what you want,
what you want is real
dont let anyone put needles on you head
dont let anyone say thats already said
we are young and at last we all know what we want
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what we want is 
to STEEEEEL..

oh, freedom is obeying
-who dictates all your own regimes?
freedom is to trust that you're doing what you must 
according to your lust, lust, lust 

hail be man of action
a man who can tell right from wrong
and he brings a brand new song
he makes a joyful sound
blessed is she who gets around
blessed is she who's strong and small 
blessed is she who gets around
dont you know we want to steel? 
steel, STEEL, STEEEL...
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